Abstract-In this paper, we study the spectrum assignment problem for wireless access networks. We assume that each secondary user will bid a certain value for exclusive usage of some spectrum channels for a certain time period or for a certain time duration. A secondary user may also require the exclusive usage of a subset of channels, or require the exclusive usage of a certain number of channels. Thus, several versions of problems are formulated under various different assumptions. For the majority of problems, we design PTAS or efficient constant-approximation algorithms such that overall profit is maximized. Here, the profit is defined as the total bids of all satisfied secondary users. As a side product of our algorithms, we are able to show that a previously studied Scheduling Split Interval Problem (SSIP) [2] , in which each job is composed of t intervals, cannot be approximated within Oðt 1À Þ for any small > 0 unless NP ¼ ZPP. Opportunistic spectrum usage, although a promising technology, could suffer from the selfish behavior of secondary users. In order to improve opportunistic spectrum usage, we then propose to combine the game theory with wireless modeling. We show how to design a truthful mechanism based on all of these algorithms such that the best strategy of each secondary user to maximize its own profit is to truthfully report its actual bid.
INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS technology is expected to play a bigger and more fundamental role in the new Internet than it has today. The radio frequency spectrum has been chronically regulated with static spectrum allocation policies since the early 20th century. With the recent fast growing spectrumbased services and devices, the remaining spectrum available for future wireless services is being exhausted, known as the spectrum scarcity problem. The current fixed spectrum allocation scheme leads to significant spectrum white spaces where many allocated spectrum blocks are used only in certain geographical areas and/or in brief periods of time. A huge amount of precious spectrum (below 5 GHz), perfect for wireless communications that is worth billions of dollars, sit there silently. Recognizing that the traditional spectrum management process can stifle innovation, and it is difficult to provide a certain quality of service (QoS) for systems operated in unlicensed spectrum, the FCC has proposed new spectrum management models and the use of a measure of interference temperature. Current spectrum management methods include command and control (e.g., for public safety), exclusive usage based on license (e.g., for cellular communication), commons (e.g., ISM bands), interference temperature (also called opportunistic usage), and fast command and control [24] .
One promising technology is the opportunistic spectrum usage. In opportunistic spectrum usage, the secondary users observe the channel availability dynamically and explore it opportunistically. Secondary users are cognitive devices that can sense the environment and adapt to appropriate frequency, power, and transmission schemes. They can opportunistically access unused spectrum vacated by idle primary users, who have strict priority on spectrum access and will share spectrum with others under certain protections. While opportunistic spectrum has several advantages, it suffers from the selfish behavior of the secondary users. For secondary users, usually they are selfish. Obtaining more spectrum could mean more benefit economically. Therefore, it is difficult, if not possible, to require each secondary user faithfully conform to a distributed channel assignment method that may reduce its own chance to use the spectrum, for the overall system benefit. It is then reasonable and appropriate to model them as rational agents. Thus, we propose to combine the game theory [20] , specifically, mechanism design theory with wireless communication modeling. More specifically, we study how to share the spectrum and how to charge the secondary users such that the overall social benefit or profit by spectrum owner is maximized even in the presence of selfish behavior.
In this paper, we assume that each secondary user v i will bid a value b i for usage of some channels vacated by the primary users. A secondary user may also imply (by its locations) or specify some additional constraints for the usage of the spectrums, such as the region where it will use the channels.
The first constraint is where the spectrums will be used. We assume that each user v i will specify a two-dimensional space requirement, which is typically a disk Dðv i ; r i Þ centered at node v i with a radius r i . In other words, secondary user v i wants an exclusive usage of F i inside the disk Dðv i ; r i Þ.
Notice that the requirement that the space required by each secondary user is a disk is immaterial to results presented in this paper. Our results will hold as along as regions required by all secondary users have similar size and constant-bounded aspect ratio. Here, the aspect ratio of a region (without hole) is defined as its area divided by the square of its perimeter's length. For simplicity, all our proofs assume that the space requirement by a secondary user is a disk with unit radius.
The second constraint is the time constraint which specifies a time interval ½s i ; e i or a time duration d i that node v i wants an exclusive usage of F i for that time interval or duration. In other words, generally, we assume that for a bundle F i F of channels, a space requirement specified by a disk Dðv i ; r i Þ, and a time constraint (time interval ½s i ; e i or a duration d i ) user v i places a bid b i when it is singleminded. Otherwise, it could bid b i;j for each channel f j separately with possible different time constraints for each channel.
The central authority will design a mechanism which, upon receiving bidding requests from different secondary users, computes how to share the channels among the secondary users, and computes a schedule of channels for the secondary users subject to the time-space restriction: no two secondary users that are interfered with each other are given the same channel at anytime. Last but not the least, the mechanism should compute how much we should charge the secondary users. The difficulty of this problem arises from two aspects. First, the correlation of the time and space among requests from secondary users introduces high complexity compared with traditional auctions [3] , [6] , [8] , [16] , [21] , [25] . The problem is NP-complete by the reduction from the problem the maximum weighted independent set of disk graphs even the time requirements of all agents over all channels are the same or from the set packing problem even when all nodes are colocated. Interference along already makes numerous related problems untractable, not to mention the scheduling of the channels.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: First, we design efficient algorithms to allocate channels in different cases such that the social efficiency (defined as the total valuations of all satisfied bidders) are approximately maximized. Specifically, we design a polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS) for maximizing the social efficiency when all secondary users are colocated, not single-minded, but could have mixed time requirements. Here, a secondary user is single-minded if it requests a subset of channels and the assignment is valid only if the exact subset of channels is allocated to this user at the exact requested time. All users are colocated if the space requirements of all users overlap at some point. We design PTAS for maximizing the social efficiency when 1) all secondary users are not single-minded (they can be allocated any number of channels from their required channels), and 2) the time requirement by each secondary is specified by a time interval. Constant approximation algorithms are designed when users are not single-minded but with possible mixed time requirements.
When users are single-minded and each user will bid for a subset of channels, the problem does not have an approximation ratio within m 1=2À" for any " > 0, unless NP ¼ ZPP, 1 where m is the total number of channels in F [9] , [16] . In this case, we then design approximation algorithms with ratio Âð ffiffiffiffi ffi m p Þ when the space requirements by all secondary users are unit disks. As a side product of our algorithms, we are able to show that a previously studied Scheduling Split Interval Problem (SSIP) [2] cannot be approximated within Oðt 1À Þ for any small > 0 unless NP ¼ ZP P . There is a 2t approximation method for SSIP [2] .
Based on these approximation algorithms, we then design strategyproof mechanisms to charge the secondary users such that, under our mechanisms, each secondary user will maximize its own profit if it truthfully reported its own bid, no matter what others will do. We essentially show that our approximation algorithms satisfy a monotone property: if a secondary user is satisfied with bid b i then it will still be satisfied with a bid b 0 i > b i while the bids of all other secondary users remain the same. Then, a strategyproof mechanism can always be designed, in couple with our algorithms with monotone property, based on results from [13] . Notice that here we focus on strategyproof mechanism solution concept to address the noncooperative game among secondary users. A number of other interesting solution concepts could be used to study these games, such as Nash equilibria.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define in detail the problems to be studied in this paper. Then, we review related results on those spectrum assignment problems in Section 3. From Sections 4 to 7, we discuss algorithms for several versions of problems described in Section 2. In Section 8, we show how to design strategyproof mechanisms based on the algorithms we designed. And we do simulations in Section 9 to study the performance of our algorithms in experiment. At last, we conclude the paper in Section 10 with the discussion of some possible future works.
PRELIMINARIES

Network Model
Consider a wireless network system formed by some primary users U ¼ fu 1 ; u 2 ; . . . ; u p g who hold the right of some spectrum channels, secondary users V ¼ fv 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v n g who want to lease the right to use some channels in some region for some time period. In certain applications, each secondary user v i may provide service to i clients Z i ¼ fz i;1 ; z i;2 ; . . . ; z i; i g within a geometry region. Here, u j ; v i , and z i;k also represent the fixed two-dimensional geometry location of these users. For simplicity, we treat all primary users as one unified central authority. Let F ¼ ff 1 ; f 2 ; . . . ; f m g be the set of m frequencies that can be used by some secondary users for a given time interval ½0; T . For some wireless network systems, it is possible that the primary users will only lease a spectrum frequency for a certain time interval in a certain geographical region. If this is the case, we assume that for each f i 2 F, we associate it with a region i 1. Zero-error Probabilistic Polynomial time (ZPP) is the complexity class of problems for which a probabilistic Turing machine exists with these properties: 1) It always returns the correct YES or NO answer; and 2) The running time could be unbounded, but is polynomial on average for any input.
and a set of time intervals T i that it is available. We assume that every channel will be available everywhere and at all time slots. Our results can easily deal with a general i and T i .
We divide the time into multiple time intervals and make allocation on each interval at the beginning of that interval. New secondary users may join the system. But they cannot lease channels until next allocation begins. Existing secondary users may leave the system at anytime. Observe that the total time duration required by a user may last for several time intervals. Thus, at the beginning of each time interval, some combination of channels and locations could be hold by users from previous allocations. Our channel allocation schemes will not use these channels at some specific regions.
We assume that a secondary user v i may wish to lease a set of channels F i 2 F. For a bidding, the secondary user will also specify two additional constraints: space requirement and time condition. We assume that each user v i will specify a two-dimensional region which is typically a disk Dðv i ; r i Þ centered at node v i with a radius r i . In other words, secondary user v i wants an exclusive usage of F i inside the disk Dðv i ; r i Þ. Additionally, user v i also specifies a time interval ½s i ; e i or a time duration d i that node v i wants an exclusive usage of F i for that time interval or duration. Here, it is assumed that 0 s i < e i T and 0 < d i T . A time interval requirement implies that the secondary user wants the exclusive usage of the channels F i from time s i to time e i . A time duration requirement d i implies that the secondary user wants the exclusive user of channels for a time that lasted continuously for d i time units. It can be started from anytime. Generally, we use T i to denote the time constraint of user v i , where T i is either ½s i ; e i or a scalar d i > 0.
Two different models of secondary users will be studied in this paper. The first model assumes that every secondary user is single-minded: when a secondary user v i bids for F i , the valuation of v i over an assignment is 0 if the assignment does not satisfy all requirements and not all frequencies in F i are allocated. The secondary user v i will be called flexible if it will pay the central authority based on the frequencies allocated. For a flexible user v i , we assume that for each channel f j 2 F i , user v i will bid b i;j for the right to use the channel f j for a certain time requirement and geographical requirement. In this case, we use b i ¼ fb i;1 ; b i;2 ; . . . ; b i;m g to denote the bid vector of user i, where b i;j ¼ 0 if v i did not bid for f j . Thus, a bidding by a user v i will be written as follows:
Upon receiving the bids from secondary users, the central authority decides an allocation method:
1. An allocation method X ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n g where x i 2 f0; 1g denotes whether user v i 's bid will be satisfied, and also a time interval ½s i ; e i with e i À s i ¼ d i when user v i required a time duration d i in the bid B i . 2. A payment scheme P ¼ fp 1 ; p 2 ; . . . ; p n g where p i denotes how much user v i should pay. The allocation must be conflict free among satisfied bids. Here, two bids B i and B j conflict if F i \ F j 6 ¼ ;; Dðv i ; r i Þ \ Dðv j ; r j Þ 6 ¼ ;, and ½s i ; e i \ ½s j ; e j 6 ¼ ;. The objective of an allocation is to maximize P m i¼1 x i b i . For simplicity, given a set of bids Y , we use !ðY Þ to denote the total weight of bids in Y , i.e., P B i 2Y b i .
Introduction to Game Theory and Mechanism Design
A game includes a finite set of players (decision makers), a set of actions, and a set of utility functions that players wish to maximize. Other games may include additional components, such as the information available to each player and communication mechanisms. For example, in a sequential game, one player makes his decision before others do so and the others may have some information of the first decision which will affects their strategies. And in a repeated game, players are allowed to observe the actions of the other players, remember past actions, and attempts to predict future actions of players. Traditional applications of game theory attempt to find equilibria in these games. In an equilibrium each player has adopted a strategy that they do not want to change. And many equilibrium concepts, for example, Nash equilibrium, have been developed. Equilibrium analysis mainly attempts to mathematically capture behavior in strategic situations, in which an individual's success in making decision depends on the decision of others.
On the other hand, mechanism design, another branch of game theory, is the study of designing rules of a game to achieve a specific outcome [17] , [18] . Unlike equilibrium analysis, mechanism design mainly focus on how to design rules to achieve a maximized social benefit even though each user is selfish and how to design a mechanism such that selfish users have incentive to follow the mechanism truthfully. In a word, mechanism design uses the techniques of games theory to develop rules for a game.
A standard model for mechanism design is as following: There are n agents 1; 2; . . . ; n. Each agent i has some private information t i , which is called type, and a set of strategy A i from which it can choose. For each input vector a ¼ ða 1 ; a 2 ; . . . ; a n Þ where a i 2 A i is the strategy played by agent i, the mechanism M ¼ ðO; P Þ computers and output o ¼ OðaÞ and a payment vector pðaÞ ¼ ðp 1 ðaÞ; p 2 ðaÞ; . . . ; p n ðaÞÞ. Here, the payment p i ðaÞ is the money we charge agent i depending on the strategies vector a.
In our case, each secondary user v i is an agent i. The valuation of request by v i is private type t i . Moreover, bid b i , frequencies F i and region Dðv i ; r i Þ are the strategy played by secondary user v i . We need to design a strategyproof mechanism M ¼ ðO; P Þ, i.e., for each secondary user, reporting its valuation truthfully will maximize its profit. Strategyproof mechanisms should satisfy both incentive compatible (IC) and incentive rational (IR) properties. An incentive compatible mechanism is a mechanism in which an agent will maximize its utility by reporting its private type truthfully. An individual rational mechanism is a mechanism in which the utilities of the agents participating in the output is not less than that of those no participating in the output. In Section 8, we will show how to design strategyproof mechanisms based on the algorithms we designed.
Problems Formulation
In this paper, we study several versions of spectrum assignment problem by separately assuming whether the secondary users are single-minded or not, whether their required regions Dðv i ; r i Þ overlap or not, whether all secondary users ask for a fixed time interval, or all users ask for some duration, or the time requirements are mixed among users. Then, we design strategyproof mechanisms based on those approximation algorithms. Based on those algorithms and performance analysis, the network system could decide an assumption combination which is feasible in practice and results in more benefits theoretically.
For notational convenience, we use CRT to denote a problem, where . C denotes choice of spectrums by secondary users.
Here, C will be either S (denoting that some secondary users require a subset of channels and they are single-minded), or F (denoting that every secondary user will bid separately for each channel and is flexible), or Y (denoting that there is only one channel available in the system, i.e., m ¼ 1). . R denotes region requirement by secondary users.
Here, R will be either O (denoting that the required regions overlap at some single point) or U (denoting that the required regions are denoted by unit disks in 2D). . T denotes time requirement by secondary users.
Here, T will be either I (denoting that the required time by every user v i will be an interval ½s i ; e i ) or D (denoting that the required time by every user v i will be a duration d i ) or M (denoting that some users required a time interval and some users required a time duration). For example, problem SUI represents the case that each user v i will bid for a subset of channels F i and is singleminded, will require a unit disk region Dðv i ; 1Þ, and a fixed time interval ½s i ; e i . For each problem where every secondary user will bid separately for each channel (called problem with C ¼ Y), we have a corresponding C ¼ Y problem when considering each user requires k channels as k duplicated users that each of them requires one channel. Therefore, we don't discuss these C ¼ F problems as they are special cases of C ¼ Y problems.
Notice that each version of problem includes two parts, the allocation methods and payment scheme as mentioned in Section 2.1. In rest of this paper, we mainly focus the allocation methods. Therefore, when we mention a version of problem, we indicate its allocation problem without special explanation.
We would like to point out some relations between the complexity of different problems. For any problem in which users have a mixed time requirement, i.e., problems in the format T ¼ M, it can be solved if the corresponding problems in the format T ¼ D and T ¼ I are solved. For example, problem SUM can be solved if problem SUD and problem SUI are solved. More details and performance analysis will be given in Section 4.
Some versions of the problems turn out to be some wellstudied problems in the literature and some well-studied problems turn out to be a special case of the above problems. Problem YOI is essentially to compute the maximum weighted independent set in interval graphs, which has a well-known polynomial time algorithm by dynamic programming. Problem YOD is essentially a knapsack problem, which has a well-known PTAS [5] .
In this paper, we will mainly focus on the problems YOM, YUI, YUD, and SUI. Problems YUM can be solved by Algorithm 2 based on our methods for problem YUI and YUD. Also observe that SOI, SOD, and SOM are special cases of SUI, SUD, and SUM, respectively. And SUM can be solved based on our method for SUI and a method for SUD. Thus, the only challenging question that is left unsolved is SUD.
LITERATURE REVIEWS
In this section, we briefly review literature related to the problems studied in following sections. The allocation of spectrums to users is essentially the combinatorial auctions, which have been well-studied in the literature and a number of algorithms [16] , [21] have been proposed. And game theory is also applied widely in resource management problems [1] , [14] . Specifically, the problems we will discuss are at the intersection of a lot of famous problems, such as knapsack, rectangle packing, set packing, combinatorial auctions, and so on. Here, we review results for some of these problems.
Knapsack problem, which is same as simple problem YOD in our definition, has a classic fully polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) by the means of rounding [5] , [22] . However, we cannot design a strategyproof mechanism using this FPTAS since it is not monotone. An alternative rounding scheme was proposed by Briest in [4] , which gave a new rounding scheme leading to a monotone FPTAS for knapsack problem.
Rectangle packing problem is that, there is a set of small rectangles with specific profits and a big rectangle, we try to packing small rectangles into the big rectangle with maximal total profit and no overlap among small rectangles. In [11] , Jansen and Zhang presented a ð2 þ Þ-approximation algorithm for rectangle packing problem which is similar with our problem YUI. Specifically, unit-height rectangle packing problem is a special case of YUI if we don't consider intersections in space. Kovaleva described a PTAS for unit-height rectangle packing problem in [15] . We extend this PTAS to a PTAS for problem YUI as described in following section.
For the problem SUI such that secondary users require a subset of channels and they are single-minded, it is a special case of set packing problem. In [9] , Hastad proved that set packing problem cannot be approximated within m 1 2 À , unless NP ¼ ZP P . Another special case of set packing problem is Scheduling Split Intervals Problem, which considers how to schedule weighted jobs, where each job is given as a group of nonintersecting t segments on the real line. Bar-Yehuda et al. [2] gave an algorithm with 2t-approximation ratio. We show how to convert the problem SUI to SSIP and our method achieves an approximation ratio, which is asymptotically tight, in following sections.
In this paper, we also discuss how to design truthful mechanism based on our algorithms to compute payment scheme. The field of mechanism design [17] , [18] aims to study how privately known preferences of many people can be aggregated toward a "social choice." Some tools of mechanism design [7] , [19] were applied to optimization problems that involve selfish participants, which is similar to our problem. When users arrive in an online fashion and the system need make a decision immediately or within a time limit, recently Xu et al. [26] , [27] developed some mechanisms that can ensure certain truthfulness and performance guarantee under some assumptions. Using some concepts of Myerson auction, Jia et al. [12] designed truthful spectrum auction for spectrum access to (approximately) maximize the revenue.
ALGORITHM FOR PROBLEM YOM
In this section, we design an approximation algorithm for problem YOM, which is equivalent to the following problem. Assume that we are given n 1 secondary users whose time requirements are time intervals ½s i ; e i for 0 s i < e i T ; 1 i n 1 , with a weight b i > 0 for each interval; and n 2 secondary users whose time requirements are time durations d i for 0 < d i T , where n 1 < i n 2 þ n 1 , with a weight b i > 0 for each duration. Here, n ¼ n 1 þ n 2 . Our objective is to select some secondary users such that their requests can be satisfied in time segment ½0; T without intersections while the total weight is maximized. Algorithm 1 provides our method that essentially uses algorithms for problem YOD, and YOI. Algorithm 1. Constant Approximation for YOM Input: n 1 secondary users requiring time intervals and n 2 secondary users requiring time duration. Output: Some secondary users that can be satisfied in time segment ½0; T without intersections.
1. Find the optimal solution with the first n 1 secondary users by using dynamic programming. The detail of the dynamic programming is omitted here due to its simplicity and space limit. Let S 1 denote the solution. 2. Find the approximated optimal solution with all users that request time duration by using the PTAS for knapsack problem, e.g., [5] , [22] . Let S 2 denote the solution. 3. Return one of the solution with larger total weight from S 1 and S 2 .
Proof. For the n 1 secondary users who request time intervals, the optimal solution can be found in polynomial time by dynamic programming. For the n 2 secondary user who request time duration, the optimal solution can be approximated within 1=ð1 þ 0 Þ for any 1 > 0 > 0 by the PTAS for knapsack problem. Here, we also use S 1 , S 2 , and OP T to denote the total weight of these solutions. Then,
According to pigeonhole principle,
Moreover, here we show a general method for those problems in which users have a mixed time requirement, i.e., problems in the format T ¼ M, when the corresponding problems in the format T ¼ D and T ¼ I are solved. The algorithm is as following. Proof. In the optimal solution, suppose that (0 1) of the total profit comes from the users who require for a time duration; and 1 À of the total profit comes from the users who require for a time interval. Algorithm 2 will give us a maxð 1 ; ð1 À Þ 2 Þ approximation by pigeonhole principle. The minimum value of maxð 1 ; ð1 À Þ 2 Þ is
. Therefore, we finish the proof. t u
PTAS FOR PROBLEM YUI
In this section, we present a polynomial time approximation scheme for the problem YUI, where there is only a single channel available, the required region by every secondary user v i is a unit disk, and each user v i asks for a time interval ½s i ; e i . The PTAS runs in Oðn 1 2 Þ time and provides an approximation factor of ð1 À Þ where n is the number of secondary users.
Notice that finding the set of bids with the maximum value is equivalent to solve the maximum weighted independent set in the following intersection graph of cylinders. Each bid Our PTAS is based on the shifting strategy developed in [10] . We will partition the space using hyperplanes perpendicular to X-axis and hyperplanes perpendicular to Y -axis. See Fig. 2 for illustration, which shows a slice produced by cut the space using the hyperplane Z ¼ 0. In such a partition, we will throw away some cylinders that intersect some special hyperplanes X a mod k and Y b mod k for some special values of a and b and a given integer k, and then solve the subinstances of cylinders contained in each cell individually. Here, a cell is a threedimensional cuboid defined by fðx; y; zÞ j a þ ik x a þ ði þ 1Þk; a þ jk y a þ ðj þ 1Þkg for some integers i and j. Let instance I be the set of all n cylinders. For any given integer k > 1, we derive k 2 polynomially solvable subinstances from the given instance I in polynomial time. The best value of those subinstance solutions is at least ð1 À 2 k Þ!ðOP T ðIÞÞ, where OP T ðIÞ is the optimal solution on I and !ðOP T ðIÞÞ is the value of the solution. Then, solve these subinstances using a dynamic programming procedure and return the solution with best value.
Deriving Subinstances
For simplicity, we assume that the diameter of all disks Dðv i ; r i Þ is 1 and we also assume that the disk is open disk. Draw a grid consisting of hyperplanes x ¼ i (for i 2 Z) perpendicular to X-axis and hyperplanes Y ¼ j (for j 2 Z) perpendicular to Y -axis. The distance between every two parallel neighbor hyperplanes is the diameter of unit disk. So each cylinder will be hit by at most one hyperplane perpendicular to X-axis and at most one hyperplane line perpendicular to Y -axis.
For each i; j belong to f0; 1; . . . ; k À 1g, we compose a subinstance I i;j containing all cylinders except those being hit by a hyperplane from fx ¼ p j p i mod kg or hit by a hyperplane from fy ¼ p j p j mod kg. There are k 2 different subinstances. For each subinstance, we calculate its optimal solution using the dynamic programming in every of the k Â k grids, which will be described in detail in the next section. We first establish a technical lemma for the performance guarantee, then prove our algorithm achieve ð1 À Þ-approximation for any 1 > > 0.
Lemma 3. For at least one subinstance I i;j ; 0 i; j < k,
Proof. Let us project all cylinders to the plane Z ¼ 0 and we only focus on this plane Z ¼ 0. If a disk is hit by a horizontal line i, it will be dropped k times in the subinstances I i;0 ; I i;2 ; . . . ; I i;kÀ1 . Same result also applies to the case that it is hit by a vertical line j. Here, we double count the number of dropping once when the disk is hit by a horizontal line and a vertical line at same time. Therefore, each disk is included in at least k 2 À 2k þ 1 subinstances. Therefore, the disks in the optimal solution of I are also included in at least k 2 À 2k þ 1 subinstances, which means X i;j2f0;1;...;kÀ1g
The best value of these subinstance solutions
The lemma then follows directly from the fact that !ðOP T ðI i;j ÞÞ ! !ðI i;j T OP T ðIÞÞ. t u Theorem 4. Algorithm 3 is ð1 À Þ-approximation for any 1 > > 0.
Algorithm 3. A PTAS for Problem YUI
Input: A given instance I and a given integer k > 0. Output: A group of secondary users that can be satisfied without intersections. 1. Derive k 2 subinstances from the given instance I in polynomial time. The procedure of deriving will be shown in Section 5.1. 2. Solve each subinstances in polynomial time. The procedure of solving will be shown in Section 5.2. 3. Return the solution with the largest total weight in those solutions to sub-instances.
Proof. According to previous lemma, by setting k ¼ 2=, our algorithm implies that we have a PTAS (i.e., finding a solution whose total value is at least 1 À times of the optimum) for problem SUI in time n
For each subinstance, each disk is in a k Â k grid. The disks in different grid won't intersect each other. So the solution in each k Â k grid is independent. In the following section, we show that the problem in a k Â k grid is polynomially solvable.
Dynamic Programming
Here, we describe a dynamic programming approach to find a maximum weighted independent set for an instance I i;j . We only consider cylinders contained in one k Â k cell of I i;j .
It is easy to show that the following simple greedy method does not work. A simple greedy method works as follows: it sorts the secondary users in the decreasing order of their bids, say fv 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v n g is the sorted list, and for i ¼ 1 to n, a user v i is granted the channel only if it will not cause any conflict with previously assigned users. Since the time requirement of that secondary user could intersect with a group of secondary users whose total bids are arbitrarily larger, the approximation ratio could be arbitrarily bad.
For cylinders in each k Â k cell, our dynamic programming method first sort them in nondecreasing order of their ending time e i . For simplicity, let B 1 ; B 2 . . . ; B i ; . . . ; B n be the n cylinders contained in one cell in the sorted order. In the rest of section, we will use i to denote the cylinder B i .
Definition 1 (Pile).
A pile is an ordered collection hj 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j q i of pairwise nonintersecting cylinders that intersect a common hyperplane z ¼ b (for some value b) perpendicular to Z-axis.
Here, j i is the ending time of a cylinder B ji and j t < j tþ1 .
Given a hyperplane z ¼ b for some fixed value b, in a pile that was hit by z ¼ b, there are at most 2k 2 cylinders in the pile. Notice that all cylinders in this pile intersect the hyperplane z ¼ b and are disjoint from each other. Then, an area argument implies that the number of cylinders in a pile is at most k 2 = 4 < 2k 2 .
Lemma 5. The total number of all possible piles in each k Â k grid is polynomial of n.
Proof. There are k hyperplanes perpendicular to X-axis and k hyperplanes perpendicular to Y -axis in a k Â k grid. So there are k 2 intersections defined by these hyperplanes in each cell. Also there are k 2 center points in the k 2 small squares in each grid. Each unit disk in the k Â k grid will be hit by either an intersection or a center point. The disks hit by the same intersection or center points must intersect with each other.
For each intersection or center point, we enumerate number of disks hit by the intersection or center point. Then, we can get Oðn 2k 2 Þ combinations which include all possible piles in the grid. Since there are Oð2k 2 Þ cylinders in a pile, we can check whether a combination of at most 2k 2 cylinders is a pile in time Oðk 4 Þ. t u Our dynamic programming approach will first sort the piles based on an order defined below; then, find the optimum solution of all cylinders that are ordered in front of a pile.
Definition 2.
Define an order on the set of piles as following:
hj 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j l i 0 hi 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; i m i if 1) j l < i m , or 2) j l ¼ i m and hj 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j lÀ1 i 0 hi 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; i mÀ1 i, or 3) m ¼ 0.
Definition 3. Let OP T ðX j j 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j l Þ be the maximum total weight of pairwise nonoverlapping cylinders from set X given that cylinders j 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j l already occupy their places. For a set of nonoverlapping cylinders fj 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j l g and a cylinder t with t < j 1 , we define the marginal contribution, denoted as R j 1 ;j 2 ;...;j l ðtÞ, of cylinder t to OP T ði : i t j j 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j l Þ as OP T ði t j j 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j l Þ À OP T ði < t j j 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j l Þ ð Þ þ :
Here, ðxÞ þ ¼ maxf0; xg.
Based on the above definition, a cylinder t has positive marginal contribution R j 1 ;j 2 ;...;j l ðtÞ will clearly be used in an optimum solution OP T ði t j j 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j l Þ. If its marginal contribution is 0, then it means that there is one optimum solution OP T ði t j j 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j l Þ that will not use the cylinder t.
As proved in [15] , it is easy to show that OP T ði t j j 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j l Þ ¼ X t i¼1 R j1;j2;...;jl ðiÞ:
Here, R j 1 ;j 2 ;...;j l ðtÞ ¼ b t þ OP T ði < t j j 1 ; . . . ; j l ; tÞ À OP T ði < t j j 1 ; . . . ; j l Þ. We then present our dynamic programming to find an optimal solution in each k Â k cell as following Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4. Find Maximum Weighted Independent Set of Cylinders in Each Cell
Input: A set S of weighted cylinders contained in a cell.
Output: An optimum maximum weighted independent set in S.
1. Find all the piles P of cylinders from S and sort them in the order of 0 ; 2. Take the piles one by one in the order starting from the least one. For each pile hj 1 ; j 2 ; . . . ; j l i, calculate and store in the memory the value R j2;...;jl ðj 1 Þ according to the formula: 2 lg nÞ is the worst-case time complexity in which we assume that, in the computation of the dynamic programming, there is a certain hyperplane such that there are ÂðnÞ cylinders, defined by the bids with bases contained in a k Â k region, which intersect this hyperplane. The actual time complexity actually depends on the number of independent set of cylinders intersecting a hyperplane, which could be much smaller than n in practice. For example, if the arrivals of requests from users are randomly distributed, the network system could set a larger interval ½0; T comparing with the users' time requirement. The number of independent set of cylinders intersecting a hyperplane would decrease significantly and total time complexity would be much lower than the theoretical bound. Our simulation studies verified our claim and showed that the algorithm actually runs efficiently.
ALGORITHM FOR PROBLEM YUD
In this section, we design an approximation algorithm with a constant approximation ratio for problem YUD, where there is only a single channel available, the required region by every secondary user v i is a unit disk and each user v i asked for a time duration d i . We can use the same graph of cylinders which is mentioned in the previous section. See Fig. 1 for illustration. Notice that the cylinders can move along the axis Z in this problem since each user asks for a time duration.
The main idea here is to partition cylinders into g groups such that we can solve the maximum weighted independent set in each group and then take the group with the best solution. By pigeonhole principle, we know that it will give us 1=g approximation. We mainly will focus on designing a partition with minimum constant value g.
For simplicity, we assume that the radius of every disk Dðv i ; r i Þ is 1 and we also assume that the disk is open disk. Draw a grid consisting of hyperplanes x ¼ Proof. For each group, the disks in different cells cannot intersect with each other. So the solution in each cell is independent. We can solve these subproblems in each cell one by one and achieve the final result. Considering the subproblem in each 3 Â 3 cell, the disks must intersect with each other, which means that we can select only one disk at anytime. Therefore, the subproblem becomes a knapsack problem. We can solve it with a FPTAS. So each group can be solved with a FPTAS. We can then solve the nine groups in polynomial time and have a 1=9 approximation by pigeonhole principle. t u
ALGORITHM FOR PROBLEM SUI
In this section, we design an approximation algorithm with approximation ratio Âð ffiffiffiffi ffi m p Þ for problem SUI where m is the total number of available channels. Here, we say an algorithm for SUI has approximation ratio , if for all instances it will return a solution at least 1= of the optimum.
Notice that the set packing problem is a special case of the problem SUI due to the following observation. Recall that in a set packing problem, we are given a universal set E (with size m) and a set of subsets S ¼ fS 1 ; S 2 ; . . . ; S n g, where each subset S i & E is associated with a weight w i . We need to find a subset of S such that the selected subsets are disjoint and the summation of their weights is maximized. Given a set packing problem, we can easily define a problem SUI as follows: F E; F i S i ; b i w i , and Dðv i ; r i Þ centered at the point ð0; 0Þ. These two problems will have the same optimum solution. Recall that set packing problem cannot be approximated within m
1=2À"
for any " > 0, unless NP ¼ ZPP, i.e., some NP problem can be solved in probabilistic polynomial time. Thus, we have Lemma 9. Problem SUI cannot be approximated within m
for any " > 0, unless NP ¼ ZP P .
Using the same partition method in Section 5, we can get an asymptotical optimum approximation based on the approximation optimal solution in each group. Next, we will focus on designing an algorithm for each group with approximation ratio Âð ffiffiffiffi ffi m p Þ. In the rest of the section, we assume that the disks Dðv i ; r i Þ of all bidders conflict with each other, e.g., having a common point. For set packing problem, a greedy algorithm was proposed in [16] that will find a solution whose total weight is at least 1 ffiffiffi m p fraction of the optimum solution. Their method, 2 by interpreting using the terms in this paper, will first sort the bidders in decreasing order of
where jF i j denotes the number of frequencies in F i . The method processes the bidders in this order and a bidder i is selected only if it will not cause conflict with any of the previously selected bidders. In addition, since the set packing problem is essentially the maximum weighted independent set (MWIS) problem, we could also use heuristics for MWIS to find a good solution for set packing. In [23] , Sakai et al. studied the performances of three simple greedy approaches: GWMIN, GWMAX, and min-weight-ratio. The heuristic GWMIN always recursively adds a vertex v minimizing Here, Á is the maximum node degree and wðuÞ is the weight of the vertex u. We begin our investigation of algorithm by first showing that a simple straightforward extension of the above algorithms could result in an arbitrarily large approximation ratio for our SUI problem.
First, let us consider the method in [16] . Sorting the bidders by descending
is a very reasonable idea. But this approach may perform arbitrarily bad. Consider the following example. Assume that there are only two bidders, i and j: b i ) b j and d i is so large that
if we choose bidder j but not bidder i, the total weight we get is b j , that is arbitrarily smaller than the optimum solution b i . Second naive method is to sorting the bidders by nondecreasing order of
. Here, we use bðN i Þ to denote the total weight bided by the bidders who intersect bidder i, and we call N i the neighbors of bidder i. Unfortunately, a simple example shows that this approach may also perform quite poorly; see Fig. 3 for illustration. Assume that bidder i bids ffiffiffi n p þ " and each i's neighbor bids exactly 1. According to nondecreasing order of bðN i Þ bi , we will choose bidder i instead of all its neighbors since
1 . The total weight we get is ffiffiffi n p þ ", but the optimum solution is to select all nodes bidder 1, which give us n. This example shows that this naive method will have approximation ratio at least ð ffiffiffi n p Þ, i.e., the solution returned is at most Oð 1 ffiffi n p Þ of the optimum for some instances.
In the rest of section, we will design a polynomial time algorithm for problem SUI with approximation ratio Âð ffiffiffiffi ffi m p Þ.
Âð
Consider each frequency set bided by different bidders. Assume that every bidder bids k frequencies and single time interval. When k ¼ 1, obviously the optimum solution is the union of the optimum solutions OP T i , where OP T i is the optimum solution for the set of users who do bid for frequency f i . Notice that we can compute the optimal solution OP T i using dynamic programming.
Next, we will focus on the scenario in which k > 1, i.e., each bidder bids for at least k different frequencies. In the following part, we will use OP T to denote the global optimal solution. For each frequency f i , let OP T j i be the set of users in OP T that bid for frequency f i . Obviously, we have
since each user in OP T will appear in at least k different OP T j i . Thus,
We will show algorithms with approximation ratio Âð ffiffiffiffi ffi m p Þ for both groups, respectively. Then obviously, the maximum of these two solutions will give us Âð ffiffiffiffi ffi m p Þ approximation for SUI.
Lemma 10. For SUI with group Z 1 , there is a polynomial time method with approximation ratio Âð ffiffiffiffi ffi m p Þ.
Proof. First, for users in group Z 1 , we just use maxfOP T 1 ; OP T 2 ; . . . ; OP T m g as our solution. Since each bidder bids at least k ! ffiffiffiffi ffi m p frequencies,
Here, OP T ðZ j Þ is the optimal solution for users in group Z j for j ¼ 1; 2. For bidders in Z 1 , we use I i to denote the set of bidders in Z 1 that bid for frequency f i . Then, we find the maximum weighted independent set OP T i of I i using standard dynamic programming. Obviously, OP T i ! OP T ðZ 1 Þj i . Thus, we have
This finishes the proof. t u Lemma 11. For users in group Z 2 , there is a polynomial time method with approximation ratio Âð ffiffiffiffi ffi m p Þ.
Proof. We will convert this problem into the Scheduling Split Intervals Problem [2] . The ordinary SSIP considers the problem of scheduling jobs that are given as groups of nonintersecting segments on the real line. Each job J i is associated with an interval, I j , which consists of up to t segments, for some t ! 1, and a positive weight, w j . Two jobs are in conflict if any of their segments intersect. The objective is to schedule a subset of nonconflicting jobs with maximum total weight. In [2] , they gave an algorithm with 2t-approximation ratio for problem SSIP. Here, we create a special instance for SSIP problem as follows: Let ½0; T be the original time period where bidders can place their time interval ½s i ; e i , i.e., 0 s i e i T for every bidder i. We then create a bigger time period ½0; m Á T where m is the total number of frequencies. Then, a user i will be associated with
In other words, we duplicate the period ½0; T m times for each of the frequencies in F , and a user i will have a segment in the jth duplication if it bids for frequency f j . Proof. Let OP T ðZ 1 Þ and OP T ðZ 2 Þ be the optimum solution for groups Z 1 and Z 2 , respectively. Then, the maximum of these two solutions is at least
Notice that by using a different group partition, where group Z 1 contains the bidders that bid for at least ffiffiffi m 2 p , we get an algorithm with approximation ration ffiffi 2 p 4 ffiffiffi m p . As a byproduct of our result, we show that for problem SSIP, there is no approximation algorithm with ratio Oðt 1À Þ for any > 0 unless NP ¼ ZP P . To the best of our knowledge, we are the first one to prove this.
Theorem 13. For problem SSIP, there is no polynomial time approximation algorithm with ratio Oðt 1À Þ for any > 0 unless NP ¼ ZP P .
Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Assume that there is a polynomial time algorithm A with ratio Oðt 1À Þ for some > 0. We will use this algorithm to design an algorithm for solving the problem SUI with approximation ratio Oðm 1 2 À 0 Þ for some 0 > 0. We partition the bidders into two groups: group Z 1 contains all bidders requiring at least m 1 2À frequencies; group Z 1 contains all other bidders. We then solve the SUI problem as our previous discussion: finding a maximum independent set in Z 1 using max 1 i m OP T ðI i Þ; finding a maximum independent set in Z 2 using a SSIP transformation. Obviously, we have
and for some constant c > 0,
It is easy to show that maxfOP T ðZ 1 Þ; OP T ðZ 2 Þg will give us a solution that is at least Oð
Þ times of the optimum. Notice that here is a certain fixed constant. This implies that we have an algorithm for SUI (and thus set packing problem) with approximation ratio m Different from the above case, assume that every secondary user could requires t time intervals (or at most t time intervals) and bids for a set of frequencies. We need to find a subset of nonconflicting users with the maximum total bid value. Obviously, when all users bid for more than bjF j=2c frequencies, every pair of users will have a common requested frequency. Thus, for this case, computing the approximation solution for each frequency is exactly the traditional SSIP. And we can get 2t-approximation solution for this special case.
Here, we show that Algorithm 6 also works for this case.
Lemma 14. For users in group Z 1 , there is a polynomial time algorithm for SUI with approximation ratio Âðt ffiffiffiffi ffi m p Þ.
Proof. For group Z 1 , for each frequency f i , let OP T ðZ 1 Þj i be the set of users in OP T ðZ 1 Þ that bid for frequency f i and let OP T i be the optimum solution for users in Z 1 whose bid contains frequency
We just use max m i¼1 OP T i as our solution. Assume that each user bids at least k frequencies. Then, we have
Since each bidder bids at least k ! ffiffiffiffi ffi m p frequencies,
The SSID problem has a polynomial time algorithm with approximation ratio comparing the payment charged to all users and the total valuations of all allocated users. In our simulations, we generate random requests with random bid, random time requirement, and random space requirement. The bid of each request is uniformly drawn from all integers in ½1; 100. The length of each time interval is uniformly drawn from all integers in ½1; 10 and the start time of each time interval is uniformly distributed in ½0; 100. The space requirement of each user is a unit disk. Each unit disk is uniformly distributed in a 100 Â 100 square area.
One aspect may affect the results is the degree of competition. We use the average number of requests generated to represent the degree of competition. For mechanism design, more competition often means that the collected payment by our strategyproof mechanism is closer to the total valuations of all allocated users.
We first study the approximation ratio of our method for problem YUI in simulations. From Fig. 4 , obviously, the approximation ratio increases when k increases, where k is the size of a cell used in our method. This is because when k increases, less cylinders defined by users' requests are thrown away during the step of dynamic programming. Therefore, the approximation ratio increases significantly. On the other hand, we found that the degree of competition does not affect approximation ratio much. Three curves which represent different degree of competition are very close to each other. It means the approximation ratio mainly depends on parameter k. We can observe that the approximation ratio is a litter bit worse when the competition is intense. This is because when there are more cylinders defined by users' requests, they tend to distribute in different area evenly.
Of course, the performances of our method in simulations are always better than the theoretical bound in performance analysis. We can see that even with a small parameter k, i.e., k ¼ 10, our method can achieve more than 80 percent of the optimum. And the time complexity in simulations is not as bad as our theoretical analysis in Section 5.2. Most results can be computed within a few minutes (<10) when there are totally 200,000 requests.
Then, we study the efficiency ratio of the strategyproof mechanism that were described in Section 8. Here, the efficiency ratio is defined as the total payment charged from users who are granted the usage of channels over their total valuations. Clearly, for a strategyproof mechanism, its efficiency ratio is always at most 1. From Fig. 5 , we can see that the efficiency ratio increases significantly when the competition is harder. This is because it is easier for our method to find a good replacement of users (without reducing the payment from users) when a user may reduce its bid when the competition is hard.
On the other hand, the parameter k also affect the efficiency ratio. The efficiency ratio increases slightly when parameter k increases. This is because less cylinders, defined by the bids of users, have been thrown away before the step of dynamic programming. This is a positive factor for finding a good replacement.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we combine the game theory with communication modeling to solve some channel allocation problems. We study how to assign the spectrum and how to charge the secondary users such that the overall social benefits are maximized. More specifically, we formulate several versions of spectrum assignment problems by separately assuming whether the secondary users are single-minded or not, whether their required regions overlap or not, whether they ask for fixed time intervals or time durations.
When secondary users require only one channel, we show a simple 1 2 À approximation algorithm for problem YOM. For problem YUI, we present a polynomial time approximation scheme by deriving k 2 polynomially solvable subinstances from the given instance, where the best value of those subinstances' solutions is at least a 1 À 2 k þ 1 k 2 approximation of optimum. For problem YUD, we design a polynomial time algorithm with a constant approximation ratio. For problem YUM, we also give a polynomial time algorithm with a constant ratio by combining the results of problems YUD and YUI. On the other hand, for those problems such that some secondary users require a subset of channels and they are single-minded, we show an Âð ffiffiffiffi ffi m p Þ-approximation algorithm for problem SUI. Furthermore, if at most t time intervals are required by a user, there is an approximation algorithm with ratio Âðt ffiffiffiffi ffi m p Þ. We also show how to design strategyproof mechanisms based on those described algorithms that have a monotone property.
There are still a number of interesting problems to be studied. We leave it as a future work whether we can design efficient approximation algorithms for problem SUD, where single-minded secondary users request unit disk region and a time duration. The second interesting problem is to study the noncooperative games among second users using some other solution concepts such as Nash equilibrium, or study the repeated games by these users. Another interesting game model is when the primary users are also noncooperative and a secondary user requirement can be satisfied by several primary users. Then how to design schemes to achieve market clearance between the primary users and secondary users. The last, but not the least, question is that we should design spectrum allocation methods for the case when the channels are available to secondary users for only some time intervals. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
